I.

In May 1650 tragedy struck Sir John Conyers and his wife Maria de Pottere. Maria’s nephew, Captain Henry Hume, an officer in the Dutch army, whom she had raised after the early death of her sister, died in the Dutch city of Delft, aged only 27. Maria de Pottere and Sir John had no children, nor, apparently, any other close heirs. Maria herself died less than two months later, in July 1650, spending the remaining few months of her life, inter alia, on the construction of a splendid tomb for her parents and for her nephew in the parish church of Zierikzee, on the island of Schouwen. The town council gave permission for this elaborate funerary monument on 5 July 1650—ten days before Maria gave up the ghost, leaving completion of the tomb and construction and placement of two memorial slabs for herself and Henry to her aged husband, who did not follow her into the grave until he died, 72 years old, in 1658. With his own memorial slab attached, the tomb was now ready, an eloquent and resplendent memorial which would have lasted centuries were it not for the destructive fire in October 1832 which completely destroyed Zierikzee’s medieval church.

However, Maria de Pottere and Sir John Conyers had not just wished to crown the earthly glory of their family—about to become extinct—with a splendid monument; they also spent a considerable amount of their capital on the construction of an almshouse in the village of Noordgouwe, close to Zierikzee, where the De Pottere family possessed landed estates. Maria and her husband had lived there themselves, in a small castle. Unlike their splendid tomb, this almshouse, called the Conyershuisjes or the Pottershofje, has survived until the present day, still bearing evidence of their charity and still bringing to local memory their name, as no doubt was their intention.

What Maria and Sir John did after their bereavement was a not unusual phenomenon. Although the form of charitable endowments differed through time and by place, for this seventeenth-century couple the choice of an
almshouse was obvious. Both came from cultures in which the founding of almshouses was a recurring feature of charitable initiative. Maria de Pottere’s family originally came from the Southern Netherlands, where there were many almshouses in the cities; it was no different in the north, where the family settled to preserve its Protestant conviction. Sir John Conyers was an Englishman, a Royalist exile in the Netherlands, and almshouses were also a common feature of the charitable landscape in England. So common were they in each country, in fact, that this Anglo-Dutch couple would have had no difficulty, whatever cultural differences there may have been between them, in recognising in the almshouse a mode of charity familiar to them both.

Welfare regimes in early modern Europe conformed to no simple pattern along denominational lines, as Natalie Zemon Davis showed us long ago. In Lyon the Aumône-Générale—a city-wide programme of poor relief administered by the lay authorities—persisted through both Catholic and Protestant control of the city. On a national level it is no easier to determine the shape that welfare programmes might have taken by simple reference to religious allegiance, for even in Spain, where begging received greater toleration than elsewhere, the vagrant poor might be whipped or even hung. But despite the variety that can be found within individual countries, and the fact that similarities can be found across national boundaries, national welfare regimes were not the same, and one in particular stands out from the rest. Historians of European social welfare have repeatedly emphasised the unique nature of the English poor law system by the seventeenth century, with its statutory provision and implementation of poor relief financed from taxation. The situation in the Dutch Republic was very different indeed, with private and voluntary donations providing the financial basis of the entire welfare system, which, in most of the Republic, was organised on a local, rather than a provincial or national, level. But despite this fundamental contrast the two nations shared similarities which should not be overlooked. As we will show, an almshouse in England was unlikely to differ much from an almshouse in the Dutch Republic with regards to its essential characteristics, which suggests that the charitable landscape in both countries had more in common than accepted orthodoxy suggests. The endurance of these institutions across several centuries also represents a degree of continuity between the medieval and early modern periods in each country, and shows an abiding concern to provide succour to the impotent, elderly (and usually local) poor—even as attitudes towards the idle and the dissolute hardened. In terms of the relative importance of these institutions, however, the two nations had clearly diverged by the start of the eighteenth century.

II.

Almshouses have not been subjected to extensive scholarly attention in either country. In England, the almshouse remains a sadly ignored facet of the mixed economy of welfare. Apart from popular publications, so often dominated by photographs and bereft of serious historical context, it is hard to find a detailed, academic study of these institutions. The situation in the Netherlands is similar, where institutional care has attracted only selective attention, mainly focused upon orphanages or particular medical hospitals. This neglect in both
countries has led, independently, to projects designed to increase and improve scholarly knowledge of the phenomenon. Both intend to produce, in the first instance, a body of empirical information on the almshouses that existed between the later medieval period and the nineteenth century, to form a basis for deeper study of this neglected institution and, in due course, to facilitate an understanding of their place within the broader context of social welfare in the respective countries. But the two projects have another long-term aim in common, and this is to create opportunities for international comparisons.

III.

Defining an almhouse is far from straightforward, for pre-modern institutions of social care did not always have clear-cut boundaries, and their precise purpose was shrouded in terminological confusion. In England institutions providing either care or accommodation for the poor and the sick were described as lazar houses, spitalhouses, bedehouses, Godshouses, maisondieu, hospitals and a range of other descriptors, as well as almshouses. It is often difficult to clearly establish their function, for many served a number of purposes, and had not yet evolved into the residences for the (usually) elderly poor that is the modern characteristic of an almhouse. In the Netherlands we find a similar array of, often interchangeable, names to describe almshouses, which differed from region to region as well as over time—gasthuis, kameren, godskameren, godshuis, weidewenhuis, provenhuis, aalmeshuis and hofje, the latter having now become the most common descriptor, equivalent to the English term almshouse. Another complication was the changing use of institutions. The hospitals of St Mary Magdalene and St Catherine’s in Lexden, Colchester, both survived the Reformation. Part of St Catherine’s appears to have been converted to a private house and garden by 1545, but the major part survived into the seventeenth century as a hospital or almshouse until its conversion to a workhouse in the eighteenth century. Similarly in the Netherlands some smaller hospitals developed into almshouses, as in the case of the Stappenhuis or Stappenconvent in Deventer, founded in 1342 by the canon Henricus Stappe for beguines, which became an almshouse for elderly unmarried women after the Reformation.

In both countries, almshouses must be distinguished from other institutional arrangements for the elderly poor. In England, during the eighteenth century, and probably before, local parish vestries sometimes provided accommodation for their poor, elderly or not, in “poor houses,” while church houses—initially established to provide a meeting place and accommodation for church ales—could also be adapted to house the poor. Both of these co-existed with privately-endowed almshouses. In the Dutch Republic old men’s homes (“oudemannenhuis”) and old women’s homes (“oudevrouwenhuis”), usually founded by City governments or the Dutch Reformed Church, provided for elderly burghers of modest means who were unable to look after themselves. The Dutch Republic, in some places, also knew poorhouses, which might shelter the elderly poor along with other age-groups. But distinguishing private institutions from these public ones is not always a simple matter, and further confusion can be added when local authorities stepped in to save a hitherto private institution from dissolution, either by providing funding or by taking over its administration from the originally designated trustees. For example, in
early modern Colchester ailing charities were supported in the seventeenth century from Corporation funds, including John Hunwick’s substantial bequest of £300 made in 1594, which required regular Corporation subsidy by the 1640s. Similar cases where local authorities assumed responsibility can be found in the Netherlands: in Zierikzee, for example, the St Jacob’s Guild of Seafarers had founded an almshouse before 1472—the St Jacobshofje—which had to be taken over by the city authorities in 1580. The distinction between public and private could also be blurred intentionally: in Haarlem in the Netherlands, for example, the Hofje van Gratie, founded in 1554 by the private founders Ghijsbrecht van der Mollen en Willem Diert, was transferred by the founders to the burgomasters of the city who, however, appointed regents to look after the foundation. In England the will of William Doughty in 1687, which established the almshouse in Norwich that bears his name, made specific provision for the town’s Corporation to assume responsibility for the institution after a designated number of years, a transition that caused considerable controversy.

It is therefore important to define the precise nature of the institutions to which we are referring in this article. Our subject matter is those institutions specifically designed to provide accommodation for the elderly poor, whether established by an ecclesiastical foundation, a monarch or member of the ecclesiastical hierarchy, by a company or by a private individual of whatever status. Their purpose was to provide free, sheltered accommodation for elderly people of modest means, usually in discrete apartments within a larger edifice, which may or may not have been supplemented by additional benefits in the form of a weekly stipend and allotments of food, clothing or fuel. While local authorities might sometimes have intervened in the life of these institutions, and the state may have become increasingly involved in their regulation, their defining characteristic is their provenance in the realm of philanthropy, whether founded by a private person or by an organisation.

IV.

Despite the radically different poor law regimes in these two countries, comparison of Dutch and English almshouses reveals many similarities, in terms of architecture, their origins and development, the pace of foundation, the social status of founders, geographical spread, number and status of inhabitants and forms of administration.

Turning first to architecture, while considerable variety existed in both nations, there were four main forms: the hall, the courtyard, the terrace or row, and the house. In England the medieval, monastic antecedents of the almshouse—the “farmery” or infirmary—commonly took the form of a great hall, with separate bed spaces provided along the walls, connected to a chapel and possibly also a kitchen, hence usually offering only limited privacy to residents. Similar hall and chapel designs were found on the continent, Sint Jan’s Hospitaal in Bruges providing a classic example. In the Netherlands one such hall-like hospital has survived, the Sint-Pietersgasthuis in Amersfoort, and most early foundations started out as this type. This form could also be found in some later almshouses, which had often started out as undifferentiated hospitals before specialising in care for the elderly.
From the later Middle Ages in England the courtyard design, or almshouse-in-court, creating greater opportunity for both individual and communal privacy, became more common in both countries. In this form, separate units of accommodation were arranged around a central courtyard, with an archway or gate providing ingress and egress, often with a separate residence for the almshouse master within the gatehouse, and a central well, a coalhouse or other facilities located in the courtyard itself.\(^{22}\) The grander almshouses which took this form had additional features, such as Greenwich Trinity Hospital near London, which also included a cloister walk, a chapel, a kitchen and scullery, and lodgings for a butler, with the warden or master being accommodated on the first floor.\(^{23}\) In the Netherlands this form—known there as the “hofje,” or “small court”—has become the archetypal form of an almshouse, and was identical to the English courtyard design with central facilities that might also include a bleaching field, and a separate apartment or “regentenkamer” (“regent chamber”) where the almshouse regents would meet to discuss its affairs, and perhaps also house portraits and memorabilia of its founder.\(^{24}\)

Smaller almshouses more commonly took the form of a terrace or row. In England these were probably the most common and enduring form from the sixteenth century forwards. Generally lacking a chapel, communal areas or accommodation for staff, they often included small gardens for the use of the residents. These rows were also found in the Dutch Republic, for example in Utrecht, where most almshouses were of this type.\(^{25}\) The almshouse founded by Maria de Potterode and Sir John Conyers in Noordgouwe is also built in a row. Finally, very small almshouses in both countries might take the form of a single house, divided up into discrete units of accommodation, while combinations of these basic forms can also be found, as well as variations upon these themes resulting from subsequent extension or expansion in the capacity of the individual units they contained.

There are also remarkable similarities in the origins and development of almshouses in the two countries. In both they developed, at least partly, from hospitals that provided care for the sick poor, usually attached to a monastery, whose obligation to distribute alms was clearly established at the Synod of Aix in 816 A.D. Alms were often distributed at monastery gates, but gradually the practice of providing board and lodging for travellers became more common, while aged and sick monks were also cared for on-site in a “farmery.” During the twelfth and thirteenth centuries these two practices were often merged, as monasteries began to minister also to lay people who were sick or feeble, though most commonly this took place in separate establishments administered by the monks and lay brethren. Lazar houses specifically for lepers existed alongside these monastic institutions, while in both countries hospitals for the sick poor more generally were, from the thirteenth century, increasingly founded by non-monastic benefactors—the crown, senior clergymen, the aristocracy and gentry, and urban livery companies and guilds or individual wealthy merchants.\(^{26}\) Lay provision gradually assumed greater importance in both England and the Netherlands, although monastic hospitals continued to function alongside the growing number of lay institutions, and monasteries continued to provide sizeable sums to relieve the poor. In both countries the later medieval period witnessed the flowering of almshouses in their modern form, specifically intended to provide accommodation for local, elderly people who had fallen into poverty.
on account of age or ill-health. Thus the complex array of English and Dutch institutions that were to evolve into almshouses originated in Catholic, monastic houses.

Further similarity is evident in terms of the pace of foundations in the two nations, and in the relationship between economic development and the number of foundations over both time and space. Following an acceleration of foundations in the fifteenth century, English endowed institutions suffered badly through the depredations associated with the English Reformation. The monasteries and their associated charitable institutions were swept away in 1536 and 1539, while in 1545 and 1547 the crown also confiscated the property of chantries, some hospitals and some parish religious fraternities. Between 1536 and 1549, McIntosh has estimated, some 260 hospitals and endowed almshouses were closed, representing at least half of the existing institutions. Thereafter recovery ensued, with 479 institutions continuing in operation at the end of the sixteenth century.

Dutch almshouse foundations also increased in number over time, from 18 in the fourteenth century, 44 in the fifteenth, and 66 in the sixteenth, although here the impact of the Reformation awaits detailed exploration. It was the seventeenth century, however, that witnessed the most concerted growth in the number of almshouses in both countries, and this corresponds with their achievement of commercial supremacy on the European—indeed world—stage. For England, Jordan’s monumental study of philanthropy in ten counties suggests that a little over 10 per cent of all parishes included an almshouse by 1660, which—if his sample can be regarded as representative—would equate to a total in the region of 1,000 nationally. The pace of foundations in the Dutch Republic also accelerated in the seventeenth century, with 133 new foundations, more than double the total of the previous century. By contrast, in the eighteenth century only 60 new almshouses were founded, which suggests that the general decline of the Dutch economy contributed also to a decline in almshouse foundations. In England, however, only during the French Wars (1789–1815) does there appear to have been a falling off in almshouse construction, while the prosperous Victorian era witnessed a renewed spate of foundations.

Regional variations are evident in both countries too, and can again be at least loosely associated with economic strength in general and levels of urbanisation in particular. In the Dutch Republic, the highly urbanised Province of Holland dominated over the rest, with a total of 219 foundations before 1800 compared with just 225 for the rest of the country. Within Holland, the wealthy cities of Haarlem, Amsterdam and Leiden led the rankings, with 54, 45 and 41 foundations respectively. The poor, largely rural inland Province of Drenthe, by contrast, produced not a single foundation. In England Jordan’s data reveals the dominance of London, and the prominence of provincial cities such as Bristol in terms of philanthropic endowments, while the relatively poor and weakly urbanised county of Lancashire spent very little at all on almshouse foundation. In England and Wales as a whole the long-term impact of medieval and early modern economic strength and levels of urbanisation persisted through to the third quarter of the nineteenth century, when counties such as Cornwall, Cheshire, Durham, Lancashire, Staffordshire and much of Wales remained very poorly endowed with almshouses.
While founders came from a variety of social strata, a certain minimum level of wealth was needed if provision for the long-term maintenance of an institution was to be established, without which an almshouse’s existence could be very precarious. In England they varied from kings, archbishops and aristocracy down to relatively humble merchants and tradesmen. London livery companies became increasingly involved from the fourteenth century, often restricting potential applicants to their own membership, while secular almshouses in general became more common from the late fourteenth century. In the Netherlands too they ranged across the social scale, from the Counts and Dukes who ruled the Netherlandic principalities down to more humble but wealthy merchants. Just as in England, the religious and political hierarchy took the lead, with increasing numbers of private individuals becoming involved from the mid fourteenth century forwards. Others, however, were founded by private organisations, such as guilds and the deaconries of Mennonite congregations in Amsterdam, Haarlem and Leiden, all of which built one or more almshouses.

It is too early to do more than sketch a profile of an almshouse founder. For the Dutch Republic, analysis of the 342 almshouse founders who currently feature in the DAD reveals that the vast majority, as one would expect, were of fairly high status. In terms of personal characteristics, out of the 238 whose religion could be identified 159 were Catholic and 37 Dutch Reformed in religion, although the adoption of an arbitrary date of 1572 for the onset of the Reformation, and the assumption that everyone before that date was Catholic, must clearly influence these figures. As for gender, of the 342 individual founders 155 were men and 83 were women, with 62 male/female co-founders. Of 169 whose marital status could be identified to date, 86 were married, 43 were widowed and 40 had never married at all. They were also likely not to have children, though concrete statistics with regard to childlessness are not available yet. No similarly detailed personal information is as yet available for England, although a preliminary analysis of the almshouse data collected to date also indicates the dominance of men, and—allied to evidence from London—suggests that there too the lack of heirs may have been a factor that encouraged philanthropic endowments, either as an alternative means to memorialise the family name or simply because there was no-one suitable to bequeath wealth to.

Whatever their architectural form, where they were located, when they were founded and by whom, most almshouses in both countries were relatively small institutions. In English almshouses the number of inhabitants averaged perhaps 8–10 residents, while in both countries in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries twelve and thirteen were popular numbers, standing for the twelve Apostles with or without Christ. Of course, some were smaller and a few much larger, and again examples can be found in each country. In the Dutch Republic the Hofje van Nieuwkoop in The Hague was exceptionally large, boasting 60 apartments and able to accommodate double that number of inhabitants, while the Hofje Gerrit de Koker in Rotterdam, founded in 1784, could accommodate 72 people. In England the royal hospitals were among the largest, the Royal Naval Hospital for retired seamen at Greenwich taking in 350 by 1708, while the Royal Hospital at Chelsea took in as many as 500 veteran soldiers when it opened its doors in 1692. These were, however, quite exceptional, most almshouses in both countries being quite modest in size and capacity. It seems that, at least in the Dutch Republic, the number of inhabitants increased over
time: new almshouses founded in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries offered places to a much greater number of inhabitants than earlier foundations, but, overall, most almshouses in the DAD did not exceed ten inhabitants.

The social background of almshouse residents was also strikingly similar in the two countries, for in neither were they generally drawn from the very lowest class. Some were reserved for dedicated groups, whether of a particular religious affiliation, former household retainers or members of specific occupations or companies. In the Netherlands, aside from the occasional elite inhabitant who had hit on hard times, most inhabitants of almshouses seem to have come from the respectable middle and lower middle classes, for whom a place in an almshouse meant an honourable way of avoiding the combination of elderly physical decline and dishonourable public poverty. In England, while again there are occasional examples of places being reserved for those of noble birth in their declining years, most almshouses showed a similar preference for the “respectable poor.” The medieval practice of granting corrodies, such as at St Wulston’s Hospital in Worcester, required the equivalent of an entrance fee, and hence immediately disqualified those who were very poor. These have their equivalent in the “proveniers” or corrodians found in the Dutch Republic. Sometimes it was stipulated that entrants had to bring their own household furnishings with them, which would again have a socially selective effect. When in 1434 Henry Barton left various properties to the Skinners’ Company for conversion to residences for the poor, he specifically stated that they were to be reserved for men and women who had previously maintained homes and families but who had come down in the world, not common beggars. At Ewelme in Oxfordshire, the fifteenth-century statutes specifically exclude lepers, madmen or those with infectious diseases or intolerable sickness, while allowing residents a combined income from the almshouse endowment and personal wealth of between £4 and £5, which would probably place them among the husbandman or artisan classes. A survey of a sample of 7,655 nineteenth-century almshouse residents in nine English counties, 2,804 of whom were identified by occupation, shows that a very wide range of occupations was represented. Among men, while agricultural labourer (or simply “labourer”) was the most common occupation, these were outnumbered overall by various trades and craftsmen. Among women, while servants, nurses and dressmakers lead the rankings, housekeepers, governesses, schoolmistresses and milliners are found in numbers too.

Apart from an insistence that almshouse applicants should be respectable and god-fearing, there were usually also requirements relating to age and place of residence. In the nineteenth-century English sample just referred to, the median age was 70, while the mean was a little lower at 64 due to the presence of a small cluster of younger girls and women. In Warwickshire, almost all almshouse residents found in the 1851 and 1881 censuses were aged 60 or over. Sixty, it seems, appears to have been generally regarded as indicating the onset of “old age” by the Victorian period, although age qualifications as low as 50 can also be found for individual almshouses, particularly in earlier centuries. Rules on the age of new applicants could also change over time. For example, in his will William Doughty of Norwich stipulated that no-one 60 years or younger was to be admitted to his almshouse, a rule which appears to have been followed faithfully up to the mid nineteenth century. In 1856, however, it was decided by the trustees that the minimum age limit for nomination should be raised, and from
that date no candidate under 65 years old was to be accepted into the hospital.47

In the Netherlands, age requirements, though subject to variation from one almshouse to the other, gradually rose over the centuries. In the oldest almshouses, such as those founded in Bois-le-Duc in the late Middle Ages, a minimum age could vary from 30 to 40. Thirty years was in fact very young, and most almshouse founders seem to have believed a higher figure was more appropriate, most Dutch almshouses adopting an age at entry of either 50 or 60 throughout the early modern era, with a few choosing 55 years. The earliest almshouse to fix entry age at 50 was the Geertruid's- and Pepergasthuis in Groningen, founded in 1405; the earliest almshouse to put it at 60 was the Hofje van Bakenes in Haarlem, founded in 1395. Higher entry ages were very uncommon: the only almshouse to put it at 70 was the Heilige Geesthofje in The Hague, founded in 1616. At the other extreme, the Hofje van Torenburg in Alkmaar, founded in 1689, instituted a minimum age of 35 years. But 50 or 60 remained the general rule, and this remained so throughout the nineteenth century; not until the late nineteenth century did new foundations fix the minimum age at 75.

Residential requirements were also common in each country. Just as landed families would provide for their own household staff and retainers, the majority of English almshouses specified that applicants should come from the same parish or town, or from a carefully circumscribed local area. Almshouses in general were thus very strongly associated with place, and hence philanthropy mirrored the essentially parochial basis of the English system of poor relief that evolved during the sixteenth century. This is perhaps unsurprising, as almshouses as defined here formed part of the developing parochial system of social welfare of the later Middle Ages, with its mix of individual charitable giving, clerical or monastic help, support from lay fraternities or guilds, manorial assistance, and in some instances the provision of almshouses too.48 Of course there were again exceptions, particularly for those specialised almshouses that catered for specific occupational groups, such as retired soldiers or seamen.49 Other exceptions can also be found. In the nineteenth-century Derby Poor Law Union only one of the four almshouses enforced a strict residential requirement; one of the others was dedicated to clergy widows, while the almshouses founded by the Countess of Shrewsbury and Robert Wilmott favoured inmates connected with the families of the founders, but who may or may not have lived in the immediate locality.50 Residential requirements seem to have been a little less important in the Dutch Republic, founders often having a preoccupation for preferring their relatives over non-relatives and their fellow-believers over followers of different creeds, but residential requirements can be found in a many almshouses too. Usually only those born or living in the locality where the almshouses was founded were eligible, but there were exceptions to that rule. For example the Heilig Geesthofje in Naaldwijk, refounded in 1627 by stadholder Frederick Henry, catered for inhabitants from his lordships of Naaldwijk, Honselaarsdijk, Monster, Poeldijk, Wateringen, Ter Heide and Loosduinen.51 Generally, in practice if not in theory, most Dutch almshouses recruited their inhabitants from a restricted geographical area.

Finally, in terms of almshouse management, the two countries again exhibit similar arrangements, the boards of trustees in England corresponding to the
boards of regents of the Netherlands. Both were usually selected by co-option, but some ended up being supervised or even governed by religious or civic organisations, as in the English example of Doughty’s Hospital in Norwich, discussed above. Here controversy arose in the 1830s when aldermen were accused of buying votes through the promise of almshouse places, eventually resulting in the establishment of a new body of trustees that was at least partly independent of the town Corporation. Some almshouses, however, effectively functioned as family affairs, without a proper board of trustees or regents. This was particularly true of those institutions that were either reserved for, or gave preference to, their founder’s household staff, such as that founded at Arundel, Sussex, by the Earl of Arundel, Lady Hungerford’s almshouse founded at Heytesbury in 1472 and that founded by Antony baron van Haersolte van Elsen in Zwolle, sometime before 1671. There were almshouses where the descendants would regard membership of the board as a right, and did not hesitate to enforce their rights if other family lines attempted to usurp their place on the board. Occasionally these almshouses were transferred from family control to other private organisations, as with the St Andrieshofje in Amsterdam, founded in 1617 by the Oly family and run by the family until their extinction in 1699, when the administration transferred to the Catholic deaconry. Again, the variety is a shared one and transcends the maritime border between England and the Netherlands.

V.

In many respects, therefore, almshouses were remarkably similar in England and the Dutch Republic. There were, however, some notable differences, the first of which is their great rarity in rural areas in the Netherlands. Indeed, of the 475 almshouses founded before 1800 included in the DAD, a mere 11 (2.6 per cent) were located in villages. Most of these village-based almshouses were situated in Friesland, while on the Zeeland island of Schouwen two out of five were rural, the other three being situated in the capital Zierikzee. Furthermore, even these few rural almshouses were frequently endowed by urban benefactors. The heavily urbanised Province of Holland in particular, and the cities of the western seaboard more generally, were, as already noted, particularly favoured with almshouses. In England, by contrast, while the largest establishments were generally located in cities and towns, and a majority of the total number identified by McIntosh for the period 1350–1600 were in communities of the status of a market town or above, fully 29 per cent of the total was situated in village locations. The data extracted from the Victorian Digests of endowed charities tell a similar story, for despite the prominence of almshouses in so many towns there were considerable numbers also located in the English countryside. Furthermore, despite the undeniable prominence of the mercantile classes of London and the larger provincial cities in charitable activity, outside of the capital many of the counties which exhibited a relatively high percentage of localities that could boast an almshouse were notably lacking in large towns, including Berkshire, Buckinghamshire, Hertfordshire, Rutland and Surrey.

Another contrast lies in the gender balance of almshouse residents. In the Dutch Republic, as in England, some almshouses were reserved for elderly men, some for women, while others admitted both. In the former, however, an
overwhelming majority of the almshouses identified to date were reserved for women: either women who had never married, or women who had been widowed and for a variety of reasons did not, or could not, live with their offspring. This meant in practice that most almshouses focused on providing housing for elderly women, although the other categories of inmate never wholly disappeared. For 212 out of 425 almshouses founded before 1800 their gender requirements are known: 37 allowed both men and women, just 21 were for men, but 154 were reserved strictly for women. Moreover, the almshouses for men and couples were, as a rule, founded in the late Middle Ages or towards the start of the early modern period, and hence Netherlands’ almshouses assumed their characteristic female gender bias at an early date.

In late medieval and early modern England, in contrast, the balance was weighted towards men. In the 1,005 almshouses identified by McIntosh for the period 1350–1600, 34 per cent of places were allocated to men only, 24 per cent to women only, and 42 per cent were available to both sexes. If we assume an equal distribution of men and women among the unspecified group, the sex ratio of almshouse occupancy 1350–1600, expressed in the conventional manner of males per 100 females, stands at 122: in other words, 55 per cent of places were available to men, and only 45 per cent to women. By the second half of the nineteenth century, however, this balance had changed fundamentally. The interim results from the English Almshouse Project, drawing upon census information from 1841 to 1901, shows that of the 7,648 permanent almshouse residents in the sample whose sex could be identified, fully 5,697 were female and just 1,951 were men, producing a sex ratio of 34 (men per 100 women): in other words, by now 74 per cent were female. In the nineteenth century, however, while women predominated in almshouses everywhere, this was far more marked in London than it was, for instance, in East Anglia, suggesting the possibility of a gendered geography of almshouse residency. Hence while the sex ratio for Middlesex stood as low as 21, for Suffolk it stood at 47 and for Norfolk 54. This changing gender balance in English almshouses over time is a recent discovery: its timing—and the demographic, social, economic and cultural factors that lay behind it—remain to be fully explored.

Another contrast between almshouses in England and the Dutch Republic lies in the number of occupationally-specific institutions found in England, and their rarity in the Netherlands. Institutions dedicated to the clergy in England appeared relatively early, in the thirteenth and first half of the fourteenth centuries when competition for benefices was fierce, leaving many unbeneficed domestic chaplains or curates in a particularly vulnerable position. Although the need and the demand for places declined after the Black Death of 1348–9, such institutions did not disappear, some reinventing themselves as institutions dedicated to clergy widows, like the Derbyshire example cited above. Almshouses dedicated to specific crafts and trades emerged during the later Middle Ages, as we have already noted, often founded by London livery companies, such as the Vintners in 1357, the Merchant Tailors circa 1404, the Grocers about 1429 and the Drapers in 1521. Their continuing impact had been emphasised by Ian Archer in an important paper on philanthropy in early modern London. There, he suggests, charity may have become increasingly channelled through public institutions such as the livery companies, hospitals and the civil parish after the introduction of compulsory rating for the relief of
the poor in 1572. In consequence the expenditure from endowed charities made by the Clothworkers, Grocers and Merchant Taylors' Companies between the 1590s and 1630s rose by factors of 3, 4 and 7 respectively, even if there is evidence of late-seventeenth century decline in the livery companies' charitable activities. Given the circumscribed range of trades officially open to women, almshouses founded by these companies were ever likely to include high proportions of men. In the northern Netherlands, however, such occupational almshouses were extremely rare, which may be a product of the comparatively weak position of the guilds there. Only in Utrecht could a few guilds boast a hospital for their elderly members. Their virtual absence in the Dutch Republic is therefore likely to provide at least a partial explanation for the differences in the gender balance between the two nations revealed in the late medieval and early modern data.

Finally, we must return to the fundamental difference between the social welfare regimes in the two countries, which impacts upon the place of almshouses within the system of poor relief as a whole. The singularity of the centralised, statutory English poor relief system, administered by the parish, was noted above. While England was far from alone in passing legislation in the early modern period for statutory poor relief financed from taxation, it stood out in respect of the extent to which that legislation was put into practice, the widespread implementation of the system occurring either shortly before, or shortly after, the middle of the seventeenth century, the precise timing being the only fundamental issue remaining to be resolved. There was thus a much stronger connection between the parish and the almshouse than in the Dutch Republic. Here, throughout the Golden Age, there was no uniform, state-sponsored scheme of social welfare financed by an obligatory poor rate, for while some funds did indeed trickle down from local taxes and fines to assist the poor, private and voluntary donations provided the financial basis of the entire welfare system. There was apparently no need to statutorily enforce solidarity with the poor: indeed, numerous seventeenth-century visitors heaped praise upon the Dutch for the extent of their charitable giving, and at this date the Republic may have constituted Europe's most charitable nation in terms of per capita giving.

It is, of course, possible to overdraw the contrast between the two countries. Charitable provision in England preceded the intervention of the Tudor state, and continued to assist the poor long after that intervention had taken place. In England and Wales a mixed economy of welfare developed during the later sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, and if the balance between private philanthropy and state welfare had shifted from the former to the latter as the seventeenth century drew to its close, the accumulated endowments from charitable giving over previous centuries remained substantial. Furthermore, the rise of associated philanthropy during the eighteenth century added a new means of raising larger funds for large-scale charitable projects, and from the end of that century the inspiration of evangelical Christianity in harness with the new political economy ensured that philanthropy remained a major contributor—possibly even the senior partner—in the mixed economy of welfare down to the third quarter of the nineteenth century. If the English system of social welfare was not, therefore, dominated by private provision in the manner of the Dutch, philanthropic activity remained of great significance throughout the period covered
by this article, and almshouse foundations provide just one of the forms that this philanthropy took.

VI.

In view of the fundamentally different approaches to social welfare in the two countries that emerged during the sixteenth century, the similarities between the almshouses of England and the Dutch Republic might at first sight appear surprising. On reflection, however, there are a number of reasons to expect a degree of congruence. First, England and the Low Countries had a long history of association and intercourse. As early as the fourteenth century the Flemish weaving towns were already almost completely dependent upon England for their supplies of raw wool, while the burgeoning English cloth industry served to establish the London-Antwerp axis as its economic umbilical cord during the first half of the sixteenth century. As early as the twelfth century, but especially in the fourteenth century, immigrants from Flanders had been coming to England. They settled predominantly in London, but in a wide range of provincial centres too. While immigrants from Flanders formed a majority in the fourteenth century, by the fifteenth century the largest number came from Holland. Furthermore, although there is little evidence of permanent emigration from England to the continent, English merchants had been travelling there to trade and living in dedicated hostels since the thirteenth century, numerous English travellers and pilgrims passed through the region and aristocratic marriages facilitated the exchange of both artefacts and ideas. Trading links also encouraged cultural interaction, and the congruence between Dutch morality plays and urban pageants and those found in England is now fully recognised. As Caroline Barron writes, “There was contact and exchange between England and the Low Countries at every level.”

With the onset of the Catholic Reformation (or Counter Reformation) in the mid sixteenth century, immigrants fled in their droves from Spanish persecution in the southern Netherlands, many gravitating towards the northern Netherlands, Germany and other destinations in continental Europe, but considerable numbers also finding their way across the North Sea to England. With the exception of the Moriscos expelled from Spain in 1609 and the Huguenots who fled Louis XIV’s France during the 1680s, this was the largest uprooting experienced in early modern Europe, and their number has been estimated at a total of circa 180,000. Of these, perhaps 10,000 were to be found in England by the 1570s, the number peaking at approximately 15,000 in the 1590s before falling back again to around 10,000 a generation later. Settling in London, Norwich, Colchester, Canterbury, Sandwich and other towns, largely in the south east and East Anglia, they made an enormous contribution to the industrial development of the English economy by imparting their skills, particularly in cloth production but in other trades too. Throughout the early modern age the Anglo-Dutch connection remained strong. And if the Dutch were sometimes resented in England for their economic success, and challenged on the seas as the English mercantile marine developed as serious opposition to the commercial hegemony of the Dutch, there can be no doubt that competition and admiration between the two nations co-existed during the seventeenth century, and that their relationship remained a close one. The Dutch
Republic even employed English and (especially) Scottish troops, and was a haven for English exiles throughout the seventeenth century—explaining the presence of both Henry Hume and his uncle Sir John Conyers, the founding family of the Conyershuisjes on the island of Schouwen.83

Notwithstanding its radically different political structure, the United Provinces was a nation that was accessible to the English—historically, economically, culturally and geographically. When John Taylor, the Thames wherryman and self-appointed English “water poet,” embarked on a journey from London to Prague in 1620, he arrived in The Hague on 26th August, at Leiden on the 30th and from there sailed to Amsterdam, where, he writes, “I saw many things worthy the noting, but because they are so neere and frequent to many of our Nation, I omit to relate them, to avoid tediousness ….”84 Among the tediously familiar sights would have been the Dutch almshouses, described by the English ambassador to the Dutch Republic in the 1660s as the “many and various Hospitals that are in every man’s curiosity and talk that travels to their Country.”85

A second factor explaining the similarity between English and Dutch almshouses is the common medieval religious heritage of the two nations, and the continuing incentive for good works implicit in Calvinism. The early injunctions for the monastic orders to provide for the poor and the needy were the edicts of European Catholicism, and charitable activity was particularly common among the Augustinian orders whose rule was able to accommodate the secular needs of the hospital. 86 Even after the start of the transition to secular institutions, a regime of prayer was often imposed upon almshouse inmates to commemorate the founder, and to ensure his or her quick passage through purgatory. A particularly onerous regime was imposed at Ewelme in Oxfordshire, where the almsmen were daily required to say, inter alia, 189 Aves, 69 Pater Nosters and 15 Creeds.87 Thus while religious injunctions inspired both clerical and secular charitable giving in England from the early Middle Ages, the relationship between the religious and the secular was far from lost as the two forms of these institutions separated in practice. Similarly in the Netherlands, the first purpose-built almshouses had a religious as well as a social motive, again serving as a bedehouse to assist their founder’s passage through purgatory.88 This particular aspect of almshouse communities seems to have persisted in many of those founded by Catholics, such as the St Paulushofje in the village of Etten, founded in 1681, the inhabitants of which were required every evening to pray for the soul of its founder Justus de Nobelaer.89

Even after the Protestant Reformation, with its emphasis upon the word rather than upon good works and its predestinarian theology, religious inspiration for charitable activity was far from lost. Although the theologically well-groomed Calvinist would realise that salvation was a gift from God and restricted to those He numbered among the Elect, founding an almshouse was for them more like a public assertion of their confidence in their salvation and an expression of their faith, a mark to distinguish the elect from the reprobate.90 For Dutch Mennonites, who were more theologically divided than the Calvinists, the founding of almshouses seems to have been inspired by the perceived need to balance material wealth, in principle a danger to the soul, with Christian love of one’s neighbour. In England, furthermore, as well as in the Republic, theological sophistication was far from guaranteed and hence, as Ian
Archer so succinctly put it, “Although the call for good works was articulated by the godly within a predestinarian framework, the strongly voluntarist language of the call to charity … might well have been interpreted by the laity as indicating that their works would assist them in their passage to heaven.”

Notwithstanding the shift in theology, both in theory and in practice Catholics and Protestants shared similar attitudes towards the poor, as the continued charitable activity in countries such as England and the Dutch Republic so clearly testifies.

There were, of course, other common incentives. Rising population in the sixteenth century put pressure on employment and real wages in both countries, deepening the pool of those in need of assistance, particularly during periods of economic dislocation. The variety of essentially voluntary, locally-based forms of social welfare that developed in late medieval England finds distinct parallels in the Netherlands, providing a foundation for the decentralised system that emerged after the breakdown of the Catholic system of poor relief. In England too, the Reformation left a gaping hole in the existing system of social welfare, the size of which has been newly appreciated in recent research. A coherent system of state-sponsored provision took time to implement, and it may not have been until the second or even third quarter of the seventeenth century that it achieved anything approaching comprehensive coverage. In the meantime, private philanthropy stepped in to help fill the gap. In both countries the desire to memorialise one’s life must also have loomed large, and finds reflection in the commemorative plaques with which many almshouses are adorned, celebrating both the foundation and the founder, while altruistic motives—while impossible to measure—should not be ignored either. For these reasons, and no doubt others besides, almshouses emerged to accommodate the elderly poor, with many common features, in both England and the United Provinces in the later medieval and early modern periods.

There are also potential explanations of the differences between almshouses in the two countries identified in section V above. With regard to the scarcity of rural almshouses in the United Provinces, and the far higher proportion found in England, the disparities in levels of urbanisation and urban structure in the two countries must surely have played a part. Even at the start of the sixteenth century, although it lacked one dominant city, the Netherlands included many more large towns than did England, as many as 12 having achieved a population of over 10,000 inhabitants compared with perhaps 5 in England. This contrast remained or was even enhanced 100 years later, when the Netherlands could boast 16 towns of this stature, which by now also included a major European city, while England included just six. Overall, therefore, the Netherlands was far more highly urbanised than England, and its urban sector generated a far higher proportion of its total national wealth than was the case in England. Furthermore, its centrifugal urban structure may have encouraged local endowments while the centripetal structure in England—so heavily dominated by London—may have had the opposite effect. London was such a magnet for migrants that a high proportion of its population had been born in the provinces. Those who achieved economic success there appear, in many instances at least, to have retained an emotional attachment to the place of their birth, and hence, when they died, significant numbers of rural villages were recipients of their largesse. W. K. Jordan, who waxed lyrical about the
charitable contributions of the mercantile classes in general and of London merchants in particular, made special note of “the numerous almshouses founded by them in other counties,” and this might help explain the superior numbers of rural endowments in England compared to the Dutch Republic.

The greater prevalence of men in English almshouses, despite a demographic regime that favoured female over male longevity, might suggest that elderly women here were regarded as being more capable of maintaining their independence in old age. Indeed, based upon evidence from early modern Cratfield, Lynn Botelho has suggested that the reason that aged male pensioners were more likely to receive employment from the churchwardens reflects “their relative inability to provide for themselves.”99 Richard Wall’s analysis of a sample of five rural censuses dated between 1599 and 1796, along with the town of Lichfield in 1692 and Stoke in 1701, shows that only 2 per cent of males aged 65 plus lived alone in the pre-industrial English countryside, and only 3 per cent and 5 per cent respectively in Lichfield and Stoke. The figures for women, however, were significantly higher, at 16 per cent for the rural sample, and 15 and 8 per cent respectively in the two towns.100 Unfortunately, there are no comparable figures for household composition available for the Dutch Republic. It may be, however, that almshouses in the Netherlands concentrated on housing women precisely because women were expected to be able to look after themselves, unlike men.101 Some of the older almshouses for men would employ a maid to look after them. More importantly, however, the institution of old men’s homes in many Dutch cities at the start of the seventeenth century seems to have taken care of this problem, correspondingly reducing their presence in almshouses.

Another reason for the gender contrast between English and Dutch almshouses may have been the fact that women in England, particularly elderly women, more commonly received poor relief in their own homes. This is evident, for example, in the earliest annual entry in the Colchester “Contribution to the Poor” book for 1582, where out of 114 individual payments for poor relief as many as 78 (68 per cent) were made to women apparently living on their own.102 Indeed, single women—predominantly widows or abandoned wives—feature prominently in all English early-modern urban relief lists analysed to date.103 In the rural listings that survive for the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, women again form a clear majority.104 While this may, of course, reflect the greater vulnerability of elderly women to poverty—due to their longevity, lack of occupational opportunities, low rates of pay and more immediate responsibility for child care—it might also reflect a greater willingness on the part of parish officers to relieve women as opposed to men in their own homes, and thus impact upon the relative numbers of men and women found in almshouses. The absence of a statutory, rate-based system of outdoor relief in the Dutch Republic may have had the opposite effect, with a higher proportion of vulnerable women necessarily having to resort to institutional care.

VII.

So many features of almshouses in England and the Dutch republic, and the way in which they changed over time, deserve fuller exploration. The research described here identifies an enduring institution, one that persisted in the face
of considerable intellectual, religious, economic and social change, and within the context of very different social welfare regimes. Despite the fact that England developed the most coherent and widely-enforced state welfare programme of any European state during the course of the later sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, private philanthropy was by no means supplanied and—in the parishes where they were founded—almshouses could provide accommodation for anywhere between 3 per cent and 23 per cent of the “at risk,” elderly population. Preliminary estimates suggest a similar range in Dutch towns, but with little or no provision in the countryside. Despite a hardening of attitudes towards the “idle” or “dangerous” poor—a widely experienced phenomenon that arose in response to escalating social problems during the sixteenth century—the “deserving” or “impotent” poor remained a valid object of care and concern, and the almshouse represents a degree of continuity between the medieval and early modern periods, while simultaneously its purpose became more clearly defined. In the Netherlands, however, while these institutions retained or even increased their significance over time, their relative contribution to the welfare of the elderly poor in England undoubtedly declined as state provision of outdoor relief first became more generalised, and then increased in generosity, during the second half of the seventeenth century.

These are, to repeat, preliminary conclusions, and it is hoped that the survey provided here will encourage further research, as well as highlighting features that deserve particular attention. We also hope that our attempt to provide a comparative perspective, and to offer some explanations of the many similarities and the key differences between almshouses in England and the Dutch Republic, will encourage further attempts at international comparison. Almshouses existed in many countries, certainly in those that border the Dutch Republic such as Belgium and Germany, and one might speculate that there may have been a north-western European model of almshouse provision, rather than one that was confined to the two countries surveyed here. There is already, however, evidence of regional variation within north-western Europe, for in Hesse the High Hospitals established in the sixteenth century by Landgrave Philipp the Magnanimous (1504–1567) were multifunctional care institutions, prioritising the elderly but increasingly taking in other categories among the poor, including the young and the sick, until they were transformed in the nineteenth century into medical hospitals. Similar institutions are in evidence in southern Europe too: certainly Italy and Spain were building hospitals in the early sixteenth century, many of which were of a cruciform design, allowing the combination of religious and secular needs by providing a range of buildings around a central courtyard. The Conyershuisjes introduced at the start of this article are not, therefore, just an enduring monument to the Anglo-Dutch couple who had them built, or just evidence of the strong links between England and the Dutch Republic: they also exemplify the multitude of similar institutions which studded the landscape of England, the Netherlands, and other parts of Europe as well. These institutions—particularly those designed specifically for the elderly—need further exploration across Europe, within the context of national, regional and local economic, social, religious and cultural contexts, but within a comparative framework too, for only this will provide a full appreciation of the role played by the almshouse in the welfare regimes of later medieval, early modern and, indeed, modern Europe.
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